MedComms and Events
Engage and Delight Your Audiences
We can organise and manage your congress or meeting, devise a programme
and provide a range of medical writing services

Full scientific
program and
logistics

Experienced
writing team
in-house

Expertise
Abstracts,
manuscripts and
award winning
posters

• Large and small scale congresses
• Internal summits
• Communications, infrastructure
and logistics support
• Pool of key opinion leaders to
speak at your event

Make it impactful
We successfully partner with pharma, CROs and independent researchers.
Our team’s publication credits include:
American Heart Journal • British Heart Journal • The BMJ • Circulation • European Heart Journal
Heart 2017 Best Paper finalist • Jama Cardiology • Journal of Thrombosis and Haemostasis • Thrombosis and Haemostasis

London event? Use TRI’s space
•
•
•
•
•

Full service theatre on King’s Road, Chelsea
85-seater with standard AV equipment
Catering service
Break-off private meeting rooms
Excellent local restaurant options

www.tri-london.ac.uk

Case Studies

TRI mobilise quickly, leveraging our in-house resources as well as trusted network of
partners for a dynamic, impactful occasion.
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18-19 OCTOBER 2013, THE QUEEN ELIZABETH II CONFERENCE CENTRE, LONDON, UK

Delegate Book

Thromboprophylaxis:
Meeting the Challenges
in the 21st Century
14 - 15 July 2016
London, UK

MAJOR CONGRESS

International Society of Thrombosis (IST)

EVENT: The IST congress provides a major platform for showcasing our latest research,
and acts as a vital forum for connecting key opinion leaders and the industry bodies creating
innovative therapies.
LOCATION: QEII centre, London (most recently).
WHAT WE DO: TRI manages the scientific program development ad sources corporate
support, as well as organising communications and logistics.

CORPORATE CLIENT

Sanofi Exchange Program/VTE Lecture Series

EVENT: Pharma company Sanofi contracted TRI to organise an exchange programme
for 35 Chinese surgeons to visit the UK for a 2-day lecture series on prevention of VTE
in July 2016.
LOCATION: TRI and Kings College Hospital, London.
WHAT WE DID: Organised the clinical programme and agenda while managing delegate
travel and logistics and providing esteemed clinical leaders in VTE to deliver the talks.

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM

European Society of Cardiology Congress (ESC)

EVENT: The largest congress in the cardiology calendar, held annually.
LOCATION: Paris Convention Centre, Paris.
WHAT WE DID: Our team prepared a major satellite symposium, poster presentations, and a
maintained a strong stand presence to interact with delegates along with coordinating a faculty
dinner and making travel arrangements.

Testimonial
TRI’s logistics knowhow alongside their ability to prepare a
robust scientific programme proved a terrific dual offer. We were
very pleased with our congress.
Recent client

Talk to us…
how can we help you?
To learn more, email us at
gkayani@tri-london.ac.uk

www.tri-london.ac.uk

